The existence of electronic symmetry breaking in the underdoped cuprates and its disappearance with increased hole density p are now widely reported. However, the relation between this transition and the momentum-space ( → k-space) electronic structure underpinning the superconductivity has not yet been established. Here, we visualize the → Q ¼ 0 (intra-unit-cell) and → Q ≠ 0 (density-wave) broken-symmetry states, simultaneously with the coherent → k-space topology, for Bi 2 Sr 2 CaCu 2 O 8+d samples spanning the phase diagram 0.06 ≤ p ≤ 0.23. We show that the electronic symmetry-breaking tendencies weaken with increasing p and disappear close to a critical doping p c = 0.19. Concomitantly, the coherent → k-space topology undergoes an abrupt transition, from arcs to closed contours, at the same p c . These data reveal that the → k-space topology transformation in cuprates is linked intimately with the disappearance of the electronic symmetry breaking at a concealed critical point.
T he highest known superconducting critical temperature T c (1-3) occurs atop the T c ( p) (where p is hole density) "dome" of holedoped cuprates (Fig. 1A) . In addition to the superconductivity, electronic broken-symmetry states (4) have also been reported at low p in many such compounds. Wave vector → Q ¼ 0 (intra-unit-cell) symmetry breaking, typically of 90°-rotational (C 4 (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) . Finite wave vector → Q ≠ 0 (density-wave) modulations breaking translational symmetry, long detected in underdoped La 2-x-y Nd y Sr x CuO 4 and La 2-x Ba x CuO 4 (15, 16) , are now also reported in underdoped YBa 2 (17) (18) (19) (20) (21) (22) (23) (24) (25) . Summarizing all such reports in Fig. 1A reveals some stimulating observations. First, although the → Q ¼ 0 and → Q ≠ 0 states are detected by widely disparate techniques and are distinct in terms of symmetry, they seem to follow approximately the same phase-diagram trajectory (shaded band Fig. 1A ), as if facets of a single phenomenon (26) . The second implication is that a critical point (perhaps a quantum critical point) associated with these broken-symmetry states may be concealed beneath the T c ( p) dome. Numerous earlier studies reported sudden alterations in many electronic and magnetic characteristics near p = 0.19 (2, 3, 27) , but whether these phenomena are caused by electronic symmetry changes (28) at a critical point was unknown.
In momentum space ( → k-space), the holedoped cuprates also exhibit an unexplained transition in electronic structure with increasing hole density. Open contours, or "Fermi arcs" (29) (30) (31) (32) , are reported at low p in all compounds studied, whereas at high p closed holelike pockets surrounding → k = (T1,T1)p=a 0 (where a 0 is the unit cell dimension) are observed (33, 34) . One possibility is that such a transition could occur due to the disappearance of an electronic ordered state, with the resulting modifications to the Brillouin zone geometry altering the topology of the electronic bands (28) .
Our strategy, therefore, is a simultaneous examination of both the (29) (30) (31) (32) (33) (34) . Fourier transform analysis of spectroscopic imaging scanning tunneling microscopy (SI-STM) is distinctive in that it allows access simultaneously to the → Q ¼ 0 and → Q ≠ 0 broken-symmetry states (26, 35) and to the → k-space electronic structure by using quasi-particle scattering interference (QPI) (35) . The SI-STM tip-sample differential tunneling conductance g( → r, E = eV ) (e, electron charge; V, tip-sample bias voltage) at location → r and energy E relates to density of electronic states N ( (35) . The (Fig. 1B) , indicating that it is the limiting binding energy of a Cooper pair (35 (11, 36) or at the Bragg wave vectors (11, 26, 35) . But the complete doping dependence of these broken-symmetry signatures was unknown.
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Next we study the broken-symmetry states by examining Zð → r, EÞ measured simultaneously with the → k-space data in Fig. 2 , but now for D 0 < |E| < D 1 (pink regions in Fig. 1B) , where D 1 is the maximum detectable gap [pseudogap at low p and maximum superconducting gap at high p (35)]. These images exhibit several distinct broken spatial symmetries whose evolution with p we explore. Figure 3A shows Zð Fig. 3G (supplementary text section III and figs. S4 and S5) (38) , whereas the dependence of the spatially averaged magnitude Fig. 3H (supplementary text section IV and figs. S7 and S8) (38) . These plots reveal that the more extended Figure 4A is a schematic summary of our findings, from Bogoliubov QPI techniques (32, 35, 37) , on the dependence of → k-space electronic structure with increasing p. Fig. 4B shows that the wave vectors Fig. 4C (35) . Figure 4D shows the area of → k-space between the arc and the line ð1, 0Þp=a 0 → ð0, 1Þp=a 0 (left inset) increasing proportional to hole density p (32, 35) ; at p = 0.19, there is a transition to a diminishing area of electron count as 1-p for the closed-contour FS topology. Finally, we show in Fig. 4 , E to G, that the critical point p c ≈ 0.19 is associated microscopically with a transition to conventional d-wave Bogoliubov QPI on a complete FS (simulated in Fig. 4E and measured at p > p c in 4G) from a highly distinct form of scattering (Fig. 4F ) of unknown cause (39) .
To recapitulate: With increasing hole density, the → Q ≠ 0 modulations (density waves) weaken and disappear at p c ≈ 0.19 ( Fig. 1A and Fig. 3, A  to D and G) . Concurrently, the → Q ¼ 0 brokensymmetry (intra-unit-cell nematic) states become progressively more disordered (13) and reach a zero average value at approximately the same p c (Fig. 1A and Fig. 3, E to F and H) . Simultaneously, the → k-space topology of coherent Bogoliubov quasi-particles (or the FS supporting their superconducting gap) undergoes an abrupt transition from arcs to closed contours (Figs. 2 and 4 and movie S2) (38) . This key transformation of cuprate electronic structure is therefore linked directly with disappearance of electronic symmetry breaking. However, this phenomenology 9 MAY 2014 VOL 344 SCIENCE www.sciencemag.org also exhibits many peculiar components unexpected within a simple FS reconstruction scenario. First, the coevolution and contiguous disappearance at p c of the signatures of two distinct broken symmetries (Figs. 1A and 3 ) reinforce the deductions that they are microscopically closely related (11, 26, 35, 36, 40) . Second, because the → Q ≠ 0 modulations exhibit wave vectors generated by scattering regions (hot spots) moving along the → k-space lines ðT1, 0Þp=a 0 → ð0, T1Þp=a 0 (Fig. 4 , A to C) (32, 35) , FS nesting provides an inadequate explanation for the cuprate density waves. Third, the abrupt → k-space topology change at p c (Fig. 2E and Fig. 4, A, F , and G) exhibits characteristics more reminiscent of an antinodal coherence recovery transition (41) than of a conventional band reorganization. Fourth, because the disappearance of the pseudogap is associated axiomatically with the reappearance of coherent antinodal states, and because the latter is precisely what occurs at p c (Figs. 2E  and 4A ), the pseudogap (1-3) and the electronic symmetry breaking (5-25) must be intimately linked (Fig. 1A) . Finally, as neither long-range → Q ≠ 0 order nor any associated quantum critical point can exist with quenched disorder (40), a nematic critical point, at which the electronic symmetry breaking between the two oxygen sites within the CuO 2 unit cell (11, 26, 35, 36) disappears, seems most consistent with our observations. 
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The efficient use of natural gas will require catalysts that can activate the first C-H bond of methane while suppressing complete dehydrogenation and avoiding overoxidation. We report that single iron sites embedded in a silica matrix enable direct, nonoxidative conversion of methane, exclusively to ethylene and aromatics. The reaction is initiated by catalytic generation of methyl radicals, followed by a series of gas-phase reactions. The absence of adjacent iron sites prevents catalytic C-C coupling, further oligomerization, and hence, coke deposition. At 1363 kelvin, methane conversion reached a maximum at 48.1% and ethylene selectivity peaked at 48.4%, whereas the total hydrocarbon selectivity exceeded 99%, representing an atom-economical transformation process of methane. The lattice-confined single iron sites delivered stable performance, with no deactivation observed during a 60-hour test.
T he challenge of converting natural gas into transportable fuels and chemicals (1) has been spurred by several emerging industrial trends, including rapidly rising demand for H 2 (for upgrading lower-quality oils) and a global shortage of aromatics caused by shifting refinery targets toward gasoline. Light olefins, which are key chemical feedstocks, are currently made from methanol, which itself is made through multistage catalytic transformations via syngas (a mixture of H 2 and CO) (2, 3), although there is also ongoing research to convert syngas directly to light olefins (4, 5) . However, in all such approaches, either CO or H 2 is needed to remove oxygen from CO, resulting in a carbon-atom utilization efficiency below 50%. Despite their low efficiency, high capital and production costs, and enormous CO 2 emissions, syngas routes dominate current and near-term industrial practices for natural gas conversion (6, 7) .
Direct conversion of CH 4 is potentially more economical and environmentally friendly but is challenging because CH 4 exhibits high C-H bond strength (434 kJ/mol), negligible electron affinity, large ionization energy, and low polarizability (8) . In the pioneering work of Keller and Bhasin in the early 1980s, CH 4 was activated with the assistance of oxygen (9) . This finding initiated a worldwide research surge to explore the high-temperature (>1073 K) oxidative coupling of methane (OCM) to C 2 hydrocarbons (10, 11). Hundreds of catalytic materials have since been synthesized and tested, principally during the 1990s, as well as in recent years. Unfortunately, the presence of O 2 leads irreversibly to overoxidation, resulting in a large amount of the thermodynamically stable endproducts CO 2 and H 2 O. Thus, the carbon utilization efficiency of OCM remains relatively low (12, 13) . Slow progress in discovering new catalysts to circumvent this problem has hindered further development, and no economically viable process has been put into practice so far.
In a recent report, elemental sulfur was used as a softer oxidant than O 2 (14) : For a 5% CH 4 /Ar mixture at 1323 K, the best catalyst, PdS/ZrO 2 , gave a CH 4 conversion of~16% and ethylene selectivity near 20%, albeit at the expense of the by-products CS 2 and H 2 S (14). In contrast, the bifunctional catalysts based on Mo/zeolites catalyze CH 4 conversion to aromatics (benzene and naphthalene) nonoxidatively, thereby avoiding CO 2 formation (15) (16) (17) (18) . CH 4 is activated on the metal sites forming CH x species, which dimerize to C 2 H y . Subsequent oligomerization on the acidic sites located inside the zeolite pores yields benzene and naphthalene, as well as copious amounts of coke (19) (20) (21) . Commercial prospects for this process are further hampered by the instability of zeolites at the very high reaction temperatures.
To achieve direct conversion of CH 4 efficiently, the challenges lie in cleaving the first C-H bond while suppressing further catalytic dehydrogenation, avoiding both CO 2 generation and coke deposition. We report that these conditions can be met using lattice-confined single iron sites embedded in a silica matrix. These sites activate CH 4 in the absence of oxidants, generating methyl radicals, which desorb from the catalyst surface and then undergo a series of gas-phase reactions to yield ethylene, benzene, and naphthalene as the only products (with ethylene dominating at short space-times for a selectivity of~52.7% at 1293 K). A methane conversion as high as 48.1% is achieved at 1363 K.
The catalysts were obtained by fusing ferrous metasilicate with SiO 2 at 1973 K in air and from commercial quartz, followed by leaching with aqueous HNO 3 and drying at 353 K (22) . The resulting catalyst was designated 0.5% Fe©SiO 2 (© denotes confinement and here represents a catalyst characterized by the lattice-confined single iron sites embedded within a silica matrix). It contained 0.5 weight percent (wt %) Fe and had a Brunauer-Emmett-Teller surface area of <1 m 2 /g. The catalyst was activated in a fixed-bed microreactor in the reaction atmosphere [90 volume percent (vol %) CH 4 /N 2 ] at 1173 K. The effluent was analyzed by online gas chromatography (GC). At 1223 K, CH 4 conversion was 8.1% (Fig.  1A) and increased with temperature, exceeding 48.1% at 1363 K (Fig. 1B) . Only ethylene, benzene, and naphthalene were produced; neither coke nor CO 2 was detected, despite the relatively high reaction temperature. A single-pass yield of 48% hydrocarbons is achieved at 1363 K and 21.4 liters per gram of catalyst (gcat) per hour. Selectivities vary from 40.9 to 52.1% for ethylene, 21.0 to 29.1 for benzene, and 23.6 to 38.2% for naphthalene, over the investigated temperature range (1223 to 1363 K).
By comparison, a blank experiment (an empty reactor with no catalyst) under the same conditions showed a CH 4 conversion of only 2.5%, and 95% of the product was coke (Fig. 1A) 
